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This multimedia poem freezes in time naturally occurring articulations of feminist challenges, commitments, collaborations, and shock on the night of the descent into a new regime of political (dis)order. Employing the technological affordances of digital fourth-wave feminism, the work remixes feminist waves not only to create novel hybrid pastiches, but also to capture, transmit, and expose misogynistic ideologies of everyday life. As a multimodal piece, the work exemplifies distributed connectivity to “call out” and challenge misogyny. It is a fourth-wave “nasty womanmanifesto” in its connected, international/global sensibility, that explicitly names and repudiates misogyny of the current political and social landscape. It draws upon and speaks to first-wave, second-wave, and third-wave feminist concerns around education, suffrage, voice, agency, ownership, safety, inclusion, and community--commitments endangered by new threats. It conveys a cautionary, but hopeful, view that, half a century later, second-wave and third-wave feminist achievements, such as reproductive rights, equality in educational funding, and workplace parity, are not so much cause for
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celebration, as they are sober realizations of gains that are modest and fragile.

Specifically, the work presents unedited voices, raw emotions, and nascent structures of feelings of a small group of feminists from diverse backgrounds, experiences, and locales—a micro-feminist collective. The visual arrangement of the poem is symmetrical with words and images balancing and reflecting each other. Comprised of text, screen images, dissonant phrases, communicative initiations and responses, appearing, disappearing, and reappearing again, the work suggests the immediacy, reciprocity, and temporality of everyday micro-exchanges that, ultimately, constitute elements of feminist waves. The work also portrays words as images. Stop-motion animation visually emphasizes “cut-and-paste” segments of discourse to reinforce the notion of discursive forms as building blocks of feminist meaning and import. Woven between the screens of dialogue, sit stanzas of free-form poetry that visually mimic the analogue typewriter to harken back to earlier feminist waves, and offer another layer of interpretative context. Drawing upon themes related to social theory, everyday life, feminist imperatives, and reactionary politics, the piece renders fourth-wave feminist reflections about the mystifying effects of rhetoric and ideology to suggest promising alternatives to white male patriarchy.

Participants in “Threaded Voices Election Night” grapple with making sense of unfolding events and their implications. Shared utterances of connection and solace contain within them expression of age-old waves of feminist movements remixed to counter the dangerous backlash of today’s fraught conditions. The dialogue and poetry articulate third-wave feminism’s materiality of discourse with reinvigorated fourth-wave feminist resistance. Intersectionalities of place, age, race, class, gender, nationality, and ability, illuminate the relationships between micro felt experiences with macro socio-economic political structures. Implicit in these exchanges is engagement with the question: what do these events and circumstances mean for living a feminist life? The question, itself, encapsulates the strivings and accomplishments of all feminist waves and points to new futures beyond white male supremacy. While taking in the piece, the authors encourage readers to consider their own meaningful moments of feminist support, insight, and resistance as well as to imagine new ways of cultivating feminist solidarity and activism in an age of toxic misogyny.